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Introduction
The idea behind the class of timed token protocols, such as IEEE 802.4 and FDDI, is rstly to partition the services they can provide to their users into two main classes, namely time-critical and non time-critical types of services; and secondly, to employ a token passing MAC protocol with a cycle-dependent timing mechanism that limits the amount of data (organized into frames) transmitted by a station for each class of service in a cycle. The non time-critical class of service may be further subdivided into subclasses, according to a priority s c heme that is normally optional.
In this section we rst introduce the elements of the IEEE 802.4 MAC protocol that are relevant to our analysis, and then we highlight the main dierence with respect to FDDI. The IEEE 802.4 Token Bus standard, cf. [1] , species a token passing protocol on a bus with an optional priority mechanism. Specically, this MAC protocol identies four priority classes, denoted access classes, termed 0, 2, 4, and 6, with 6 being the highest priority and 0 the lowest. Each access class acts as a virtual substation in that the token is passed, internally, from the highest access class downward, in the order 4, 2, 0. A time parameter, denoted hi pri token hold time, is assigned to class 6, whereas each of the other three classes is assigned a parameter, called "target" token rotation time (abbreviated as TTRT i , i = 4 ; 2 ; 0). Hence, for the IEEE 802.4 standard, there can be at most three dierent v alues for the TTRT parameters. Each station using the optional priority scheme will have three rotation timers for the three lower access classes, and each access class has its own queue for frames to be transmitted. When a station receives the token, it is guaranteed to transmit data frames of class 6 until either the station becomes empty, or a period of time equal to hi pri token hold time has elapsed, whichever comes rst. For each of the other access classes, the corresponding virtual substation measures the time it takes the token to circulate around the logical ring. If the token returns in less than TTRT, then the substation transmits frames of that class until such frames are transmitted or TTRT has elapsed, whichever comes rst. Otherwise, if the token returns later than TTRT the station cannot send frames of that priority on this pass of the token, and forwards the token immediately. Hence, the priority 6 class supports the timeconstraint service whereas priorities 4, 2, and 0 support non time-constraint services. Obviously, if the total transmission time of class 6 data frames in a token cycle exceeds all the TTRTs, then no lower class frames can be transmitted at all. The aim of the cycle-dependent timing mechanism is to allow l o w er classes access to the channel, successively starting from the access class with the largest TTRT d o wn to the one with the smallest TTRT, as the aggregate oered load of class 6 trac decreases.
The access class service algorithm consists of loading the residual value (target token rotation time minus the contents of the token rotation timer for the corresponding access class) from the token rotation timer into a token hold timer, and resetting the same token rotation timer. The main dierence between the IEEE 802.4 token bus and the FDDI MAC protocols is the management o f negative residual values or accumulated latency as it is called in FDDI (see Appendix A); the latter MAC protocol takes this into account, whereas the former MAC protocol does not. In other words, the IEEE 802.4 standard forgets this accumulated latency by resetting the proper token rotation timer, whereas FDDI keeps track of the accumulated latency (by setting to 1 the Late Ct counter; see Appendix A) until it has been recovered because, for example, one station does not transmit time-critical frames in some cycle. 1.2 The Model
The main diculty in the analysis of a timed token MAC protocol is the high degree of complexity and interdependence of the various processes that describe the operations of the protocol itself. In fact, when a station has seized the token, time-critical (priority 6 in IEEE 802.4 or synchronous in FDDI) frames (if any) are always transmitted, whereas asynchronous frames are transmitted only if the token is early. This implies that there are interdependencies between the total service time given at one station, the service time required at subsequent stations, and the total cycle time. Therefore, exact analytically-tractable solutions for timed token protocols are very dicult to formulate. Thus, simplifying assumptions have to be made in order to obtain analytically tractable solutions. There are many papers on FDDI (see, for example, [10, 11, 15, 16, 17 , 2 1 , 2 3 , 2 4 ]) and IEEE 802.4 (see, for example, [12, 1 7 , 5, 25] ), providing bounds and mean performance gures (typically throughput and mean waiting time). A summary of the research w ork related to the FDDI performance evaluation can be found in [9] . What we w ant to stress here is that the recently developed Power-Series Algorithm (PSA) [6, 7 , 8 ] allows the numerical calculation of station buer occupancy and delay distributions for detailed models of moderate size. In [4] , numerical results are obtained with the PSA for a timed token protocol (FDDI) model in which the switchover times between stations are zero, interarrival and service times are exponential, and either each station implements the 1-limited service discipline (i.e., asynchronous trac has an additional limitation beside the token rotation time restriction), or no station has a service limit (i.e., no synchronous trac). Furthermore, in [4] the inuence of the accumulated lateness is not considered, and the constraint on the actual cycle time has been replaced by a constraint on the mean total time needed by the dierent queues to serve (transmit) packets in the last cycle.
The model proposed in this paper removes several of the above limitations, and becomes almost exact for the IEEE 802.4 token bus MAC protocol. Specically, in our model the number of frames allowed to be transmitted by a station during one cycle of the server may be restricted by a n y limit, the switchover times are dierent from zero, and the distributions of switchover and service times are described by C o x distributions. Note that by using an Erlang distribution (i.e., a particular distribution belonging to the class of Cox distributions) with a sucient n umber of stages, we can approximate as closely as we w ant both the deterministic switchover times between stations in a real LAN/MAN and constant service times. Constant service times can be adopted both for simplicity and because the wide area ATM subnetworks, to which LAN/MANs will be interconnected, manage packets of xed length (i.e., cells) rather than of variable lengths.
In our model a distinction is made between access class 6 queues (type ST queues, i.e., synchronous or time-constraint trac) and the other queues (type AT queues, i.e., asynchronous or non time-constraint trac). We allow an arbitrary distribution of type ST and type AT queues within the logical ring; furthermore, type ST and type AT queues can have arbitrary hi pri token hold time and TTRT parameters respectively. T h us, there can be as many dierent h i pri token hold time's as the number of type ST queues; and likewise for type AT queues.
Since in our model frames are of constant length, frames belonging to type ST queues are served (i.e., transmitted) according to a K-limited service discipline that limits the number of frames that can be served during the token visit; the value of the limit is generally station dependent. As we will see in the next section, from a purely mathematical standpoint i t i s c o n v enient to assume that the TTRT (to be indicated briey by R in the rest of the paper) is innite for a type ST queue, and that the limit K is innite for a type AT queue. Hence, we model a generic type ST queue j by K j nite and R j innite, and we model a generic type AT queue by R j nite and K j innite.
A virtual substation may initiate a transmission of a non time-critical frame if the token hold timer has not reached the TTRT threshold. This might cause an additional delay in the release of the token, hereafter called overow transmission (asynchronous overrun in FDDI), which i s bounded by the time for the transmission of a frame of maximum length. According to the IEEE 802.4 standard, the on-going transmission shall nevertheless be completed. To make our model as general as possible and in order to make a comparison with FDDI (which allows for asynchronous overrun), we model this overow transmission as well.
To conclude, in the timed token model we propose and solve, we neglect only the accumulated lateness. Therefore, the proposed model is an exact model (to the extent that an Erlang distribution with a sucient n umber of stages represents a constant distribution) for the IEEE 802.4 standard and an approximate (but fairly precise) model for FDDI.
Finally, in our model, time-critical and non time-critical frames are assumed to be generated by a P oisson process. While for non time-critical frames this choice is commonly made, for timecritical frames, at rst glance, it may seem inadequate. However, when time-critical frames are generated by a V ariable Bit Rate (VBR) video source [20] o r b y an aggregate numb e r o f v oice sources [13] , it has been shown that a Poisson distribution very well approximates the real sources. In principle, the PSA can also handle systems with Markovian arrival processes (MAPs), cf. [26] , but this requires a still larger supplementary space than the MAC protocol already demands.
1.3
Organization of the paper Notations for our model are introduced in Section 2. This section also contains a detailed description of the model, in particular of the timed token access control protocol, and some remarks on the stability of the system. In Section 3 the queue-length process for this model is transformed into a Markov process with the aid of some supplementary variables, and the balance equations for the stationary state probabilities are given. The recurrence relations of the PSA for this model are derived in Section 4. Several numerical examples are presented in Section 5, where results of our model are also compared with simulation results for systems with an FDDI protocol. Section 6 contains some concluding remarks.
The model
The communication system consists of S stations (queues) and a single token (server) which visits the stations in cyclic order. Frames arrive at queue j according to a Poisson process with rate j , j = 1 ; : : : ; S . The superposition of the arrival processes at the various queues is a Poisson process with rate : = P S j=1 j . Each queue may contain an unbounded number of frames. At each station frames are served in order of arrival. Service times of frames arriving at queue j are assumed to be Cox distributed, i.e., the distribution consists of j exponential phases, with probability j; a service consists of consecutive phases ; 1; : : : ; 1, = 1 ; : : : ; j , and the transition rate at phase is j; , = 1 ; : : : ; j , j= 1 ; : : : ; S . The mean service time j for frames at queue j is then given by j = j X =1 j; X =1 1 j; ; j = 1 ; : : : ; S : (2:1)
The Erlang E j distribution is the particular case of this class of distributions with j; j = 1 and j; = j = j for all = 1 ; : : : ; j , j= 1 ; : : : ; S . The load oered at queue j is dened as j : = j j , j = 1 ; : : : ; S , and : = P S j=1 j will denote the total load oered to the system. The times the server needs for switching from queue j 1 (queue 0 indicating queue S) to queue j are also assumed to be Cox distributed, with j exponential phases, with probability ! j; consisting of consecutive phases ; 1; : : : ; 1, = 1 ; : : : ; j , and with transition rate at phase being denoted by j; , = 1 ; : : : ; j ,j= 1 ; : : : ; S . The mean switchover time j from queue j 1 to queue j is: The mean total switchover time during one cycle of the server along the queues is denoted by : = P S j=1 j . The target token rotation time, exclusive of the total expected switchover time , at queue j will be denoted by R j , j = 1 ; : : : ; S . The (expected) token rotation time, also exclusive of the total expected switchover time , is dened as
here, v j denotes the number of frames served at queue j since the beginning of the last completed visit of the server to that queue, j = 1 ; : : : ; S . This means that if the server is currently serving a frame at queue j, j = 1 ; : : : ; S , then v j is the sum of the number of frames served at that queue during the previous visit and those already served during the current visit. The service limit at queue j will be denoted by K j , j = 1 ; : : : ; S . When the server arrives at queue j, it will pass if that queue is empty or if the (expected) token rotation timer has expired; otherwise, it will start servicing frames at that queue until either the queue becomes empty, or the maximal number of frames per visit, K j , has been served, or the rotation timer which is augmented by j after each service completion exceeds the target R j , j = 1 ; : : : ; S . Note that this target will have no eect on the number of frames served during a visit of the server if R j > P S h=1 K h h + ( K j 1) j , j = 1 ; : : : ; S . On the other hand, if K j j R j then the limit K j has no eect because the maximal number of frames served during a visit of the server to queue j is equal to dR j = j e, j = 1 ; : : : ; S( d x edenotes the smallest integer larger than or equal to x). Hence, letR j : = minfR j ; P S h=1 K h h + ( K j 1) j g be the eective target rotation time, and letK j : = minfK j ; dR j = j eg be the eective service limit at queue j, j = 1 ; : : : ; S .
Because the number of frames served per cycle at a queue in the above described polling systems with token rotation time restrictions can not be more than in polling systems without such restrictions, a necessary condition for stability of the former systems is, cf. e.g. [7] , + max j=1;:::;s n j =K j o < 1:
Further, it is shown in [18] that in the special case when the mean service times j , j = 1 ; : : : ; S , are all equal to, say, , and when the targets R j , j = 1 ; : : : ; Sare all equal to some multiple of the mean service time, say, R j = R = K, and the service limits do not inuence the system, i.e. K j = K = R=, for j = 1 ; : : : ; S , the restriction on the rotation times implies that the condition + R max j=1;:::;s f + j g < 1;
(2:5)
should hold in case of stability. In all other cases of our model, the condition for stability seems to be unknown (in [22] a generalization of (2.5) to systems with dierent targets R j is given, but our experiments indicate that this condition is not always correct, cf. the comments on table 3 in Section 5). Still we will assume stability throughout the paper. In numerical experiments with the PSA instability can be detected by the occurrence of negative state probabilities.
The queue-length process
The random variable N j will indicate the number of frames present at queue j in steady state, j = 1 ; : : : ; S .Beside the vector of random variables N : = ( N 1 ; : : : ; N S ) several supplementary 5 variables are needed to obtain a Markov process. The supplementary variable U j will indicate the number of services which h a v e beeen performed during the last completed visit to queue j, j = 1 ; : : : ; S . The range of values of the vector U : = ( U 1 ; : : : ; U S ) is the product set K :
f0; 1; : : : ; K j g :
The supplementary variable H will indicate the queue to which the server is switching or to which the server is attending. The supplementary variable Z will indicate the action of the server. More precisely, Z = 0 will indicate that the server is switching and Z = will indicate that the server is serving the th frame during the current visit. The supplementary variable will indicate the actual phase of the current switching time or service time. We will assume that the Markov process (N; U; H ; Z ; ) is stable, and denote the stationary state probabilities of this process by p(n; u; h ; ; ), n 2 
I fT(u+( 1)e h 1 )<R h 1 g p(n + e h 1 ; u + ( u h 1 ) e h 1 ; h 1 ; ; 1):
(3.
2) The rst term at the righthand side stands for transitions caused by an arrival of a frame at one of the queues. The second term stands for a phase transition in the switching time. The third term describes a transition from a switch to queue h 1 to a switch to queue h; such a transition can only occur if u h 1 = 0, indicating that no service has been performed during the last visit to queue h 1, and if either queue h 1 w as empty or the token rotation timer at queue h 1 had expired at the instant when the server completed its switch to this queue. The fourth term describes a transition from a last service at queue h 1 to a switch to queue h; such a transition can only occur if u h 1 1, indicating that at least one service has been performed during the last visit to queue h 1, if the token rotation timer at queue h 1 had not expired at the instant when the server was ready to start the u h 1 th service, and if either queue h 1 became empty or the service limit of queue h 1 had been reached or the token rotation timer at queue h 1 had expired after this service.
The balance equations for the probabilities of states in which the server is serving frames are, The rst term at the righthand side stands for transitions caused by an arrival of a frame at one of the queues. The second term stands for a phase transition in the service time. The third term describes a transition from a switch to queue h to the rst service at queue h ( = 1). The fourth term describes a transition from one service at queue h to another service at queue h ( 2) . The last two t ypes of transitions can only occur if the timer had not expired before the (new) service started, i.e., if T(u + ( 1)e h ) < R h . It should be noted that for all n 2 IN S , u 2 K , h = 1 ; : : : ; S , = 1 ; : : : ; K h , = 1 ; : : : ; h , p ( n ; u ; h ; ; ) = 0 ; if n h = 0 o r T ( u + ( 1)e h ) R h ; (3:4) because the server cannot be serving a frame at a queue which is empty or at which the token rotation timer had already expired when the server was ready to start a (new) service. Finally, i t holds by the law of total probability that
The power-series algorithm Before the recurrence relations of the PSA for the present model are derived, we i n troduce the following bilinear mapping of the interval [0,1] onto itself:
This mapping is needed to enlarge the radius of convergence of the power-series expansions and to avoid numerical instabilities; see [7, 8] for a more elaborate discussion on the use of this mapping. The choice of the parameter G depends on the model on hand. For the present t ype of models a value in the order of G = 1 : 5 is recommended. Next, we i n troduce power-series expansions of the state probabilities as functions of : p(n; u; h ; ; ) = j n j 1 X k =0 k b(k; n; u; h ; ; ) : (4:2)
Here, we use the notation jnj : = n 1 + + n S . In order to obtain a parametrization of the model as function of we write j = a j = a j =(1 + G G), j = 1 ; : : : ; S , and = A = A=(1 + G G), cf. The relations (4.3) and (4.4) can be used to compute the coecients of the power-series expansions of the state probabilities in a mainly recursive manner when a suitable ordering of the states is adopted, cf. [7, 8] . The only term which m a y prevent recursive computation is the term with b(k; n; u + e h 1 ; h 1 ; 0 ; 1) in (4.3). This term is only relevant i f u h 1 = 0. This suggests that the coecients should be computed, for xed k and n, in decreasing order of u j , j = 1 ; : : : ; S . I n this way, only the term with = 0 m a y cause a problem. It is readily veried that the only case in which the coecients can not be computed recursively is the case n = 0 and u = 0; this is the only situation in which the server can make a complete cycle along the queues without a change in the values of N and U. In the case n = 0 and u = 0 equation This forms, for each xed k, k = 0 ; 1 ; 2 ; : : : , a dependent set of equations for the coecients b(k; 0; 0; h ; 0 ; ), h = 1 ; : : : ; S ,= 1 ; : : : ; h .Note that these sets of equations have a similar structure as those which h a v e been encountered in cyclic polling models without token rotation timers, cf. [6, 7] . These sets of equations can be solved together with (4.5). For the case k = 0which corresponds to the case = 0 -w e note that for h = 1 ; : : : ; S , = 1 ; : : : ; h , b (0; 0; u; h ; 0 ; ) = 0 ; if u 6 = 0;
(4:7) because the components of U will all vanish if there are no arrivals. In this case, 556  392  427  370  330  301  212  277  195  197  3  82  64  50  46  42  39  36  28  31  24  22  4  27  22  18  16  16  14  13  10  10  7  7   Table 1 : The maximal number of terms of the power-series expansions that can be computed with a storage capacity of 5,000,000 coecients.
The number of coecients which h a v e to be computed in order to determine the power-series expansions up to the Mth power of (or ) i s M + S + 1
( j + K j j ) : (4:10)
Note that quite some coecients may v anish, cf. e.g. (3.4), (4.7). Moreover, it is not necessary to keep all computed coecients in memory until the end of the execution of the algorithm if the coecients of the power-series expansions of the desired performance measures are updated when those of the state probabilities are computed, cf. [8] . In table 1 the number of terms of the powerseries expansions is listed which can be computed with a given storage capacity, for systems with the same service limit K, the same number of phases of the service time distributions and the same number of phases of the switching time distributions for all queues.
Finally, it should be noted that the convergence of the power series can be accelerated with the aid of the so-called -algorithm, cf. e.g. [7, 8] . The accuracy of the results obtained with the PSA can be estimated by inspection of the series produced with the aid of the -algorithm. The relative errors in the data to be presented in the next section are estimated to be in the order of 0.1% or (much) less. The correctness of the implementation of the PSA has been carefully checked by comparison with simulation experiments.
Examples
Once the moments of the joint queue length distribution have been computed those of the waiting time distributions can be determined in the usual manner for polling systems with Poisson arrival streams, cf. e.g. [7] . In the examples below W j denotes the waiting time, without service time, at queue j, j = 1 ; : : : ; S , and W denotes the waiting time, without service time, of an arbitrary frame. In all examples the mean switchover times between the queues are chosen to be equal, i.e. j = =S, j = 1 ; : : : ; S . The inuence of individual switchover times on performance measures is usually limited, cf. e.g. [6] . The most important c haracteristics of the switchover times are the rst two moments of the total switchover time of the server during a cycle along the stations. R 1 R 2 EfW 1 g EfW 2 g EfW g fW 1 g fW 2 g fW g Table 2 : Two-queue model with K 1 = K 2 = 1, = 0 : 8 and = 0:1.
Consider rst a system with S = 2 queues, Erlang E 4 service times and Erlang E 2 switching times. The arrival rate at the rst queue is four times as high as that at the second queue, i.e. 1 = 4 2 . The mean service times are j = 1 : 0, j = 1 ; 2. Note that the token rotation timer will only take v alues which are multiples of 1.0 for this model. Table 2 shows the means and the standard deviations of the waiting time distributions for this model as function of the target token rotation times R 1 and R 2 , while the service limits K 1 and K 2 are chosen such that they do not inuence the performance of the system (i.e., K j R j , j = 1 ; 2). Both queues represent stations with asynchronous trac. The rst ve e n tries of the table concern cases in which the stations have the same priority ( R 1 = R 2 ). Note that increasing the TTRT leads to decreasing mean waiting times at station 1, while R 1 = R 2 = 2 : 0 yields a minimal mean waiting time at station 2. The Table 3 : Two-queue model with K 1 = K 2 = 1, = 0 : 7 and = 0:4. other entries concern cases in which the stations have dierent priorities (R 1 6 = R 2 ). Note that increasing the TTRT of some station may lead to smaller mean waiting times at other stations of which the TTRT i s k ept xed; see for example the entries with R 1 = 1 : 0 xed and R 2 increasing: here, EfW 1 g is decreasing. Note also that EfW 2 g is not a monotonic function of R 1 for R 2 = 1 : 0 xed. Table 3 concerns similar quantities as table 2 , the dierence being a larger total switchover time and a smaller oered load. In this case, the values R 1 = R 2 = 1 : 0 and the values R 1 = 2 : 0, R 2 = 1 : 0 correspond to unstable systems. This example reveals a remarkable dierence concerning stability b e t w een polling systems with and without rotation time restrictions. In the latter systems it is necessary to increase the service limit of the bottleneck station to prevent instability, cf. (2.4).
Here, we observe a system which is not stable for R 1 = 2 : 0, R 2 = 1 : 0, but which is stable for R 1 = 3 : 0, R 2 = 1 : 0, while station 2 forms the bottleneck. Note that the foregoing observations are in contradiction with the stability condition given in [22] , formula (13) . The latter condition applied to the present example would give a stability condition < 1 = 1 : 48 0:676 for both cases R 1 = 2 : 0, R 2 = 1 : 0, and R 1 = 3 : 0, R 2 = 1 : 0. Experiments with the PSA indicate that the former system is still stable for = 0 : 697, while the latter is still stable for = 0 : 750. These properties have been conrmed by simulation of completely deterministic systems. K 1 K 2 EfW 1 g EfW 2 g EfW g fW 1 g fW 2 g fW g 1 Table 4 : Two-queue model with R 1 = 3 : 0, R 2 = 2 : 0, = 0 : 8, and = 0:1.
In table 4 we show the eects of varying the service limits for xed values of the target token rotation times on the mean and the standard deviation of the waiting times. Note that service 11 R 1 R 2 EfW 1 g EfW 2 g EfW g fW 1 g fW 2 g fW g Table 5 : Two-queue model with K 1 = K 2 = 1 , = 0 : 8, and = 0:1. limits K 1 3 and K 2 2 do not pose any restrictions on the number of frames served per visit for the given target token rotation times R 1 = 3 : 0 = 3 1 and R 2 = 2 : 0 = 2 2 . In table 5 we show the eects of varying the target token rotation times for xed values of the service limits on the mean and the standard deviation of the waiting times. Note that target token rotation times R 1 3:0 and R 2 3:0 do not pose any restrictions on the number of frames served per visit for the given service limits K 1 = K 2 = 1 . Table 6 : Three-queue model with K 1 = K 2 = K 3 = 1 , = 0 : 8, and = 0:15. R 1 R 2 R 3 EfW 1 g EfW 2 g EfW 3 g EfW g fW 1 g fW 2 g fW 3 g fW g 1 1 1 Table 7 : Three-queue model with K 1 = 1 , K 2 = K 3 = 2 , = 0 : 8, and = 0:15.
Next, consider a system with S = 3 queues and exponential service and switching times. The arrival rate at the rst queue is twice as high as that at the other queues, i.e. 1 = 2 2 = 2 3 . The mean service times are 1 = 1 : 0 and 2 = 3 = 0 : 5. In table 6 and 7 we show the eects of varying the target token rotation times for xed values of the service limits on the mean and the standard deviation of the waiting times. Note that target token rotation times R j > 2:0, j = 1 ; 2 ; 3, do not pose any restrictions on the number of services per visit for the given service limits K j = 1 , j = 1 ; 2 ; 3, in table 6 , and, similarly, that target token rotation times R 1 > 3:0, R 2 > 3:5, R 3 > 3:5 do not pose any such restrictions for the given service limits K 1 = 1 , K 2 = K 3 = 2, in table 7. The eects of the service time distributions and the switching time distributions on the waiting time characteristics are shown in table 8 for the model of table 6 . These distributions are chosen to be either exponential for all queues, or Erlang E m , with m the number of phases. It is seen that the inuence of the switching time distributions is only minor, but that the inuence of the service time distributions is important. However, the latter seem to aect mainly the absolute values, and not so much the relative v alues, of the waiting time characteristics. serv. switch. EfW 1 g EfW 2 g EfW 3 g EfW g fW 1 g fW 2 g fW 3 Table 8 : Three-queue model: the inuence of the service and switching time distributions. Table 9 concerns symmetrical systems with exponential service and switching times. The mean service times are j = 1 : 0, j = 1 ; : : : ; S . In the table, N stands for the number of frames present i n an individual queue, and L : = P S j=1 N j indicates the total number of frames present in the system, both including the frame in service if any. Table 9 : Symmetrical models with = 0 : 8, = 0:12.
The next examples concern systems with S = 3 queues and with Erlang E 4 service and switching time distributions. Tables 10, 11, 12, 13 concern systems with xed service limits K 1 = K 2 = K 3 = 1, xed target token rotation times R 1 = R 2 = R 3 = 2 : 0, and with = 0:15. They show w aiting 13 EfW 1 g EfW 2 g EfW 3 g EfW g fW 1 g fW 2 g fW 3 Table 10 : Three-queue model with 1 = 2 2 = 2 3 , and 1 = 1 : 0, 2 = 3 = 0 : 5. EfW 1 g EfW 2 g EfW 3 g EfW g fW 1 g fW 2 g fW 3 Table 11 : Three-queue model with 1 = 2 = 3 , and 1 = 1 : 0, 2 = 3 = 0 : 5. EfW 1 g EfW 2 g EfW 3 g EfW g fW 1 g fW 2 g fW 3 Table 12 : Three-queue model with 1 = 2 2 = 2 3 , and 1 = 2 = 3 = 1 : 0. Table 13 : Three-queue model with 1 = 2 = 3 , and 1 = 2 = 3 = 1 : 0. 14 EfW 1 g EfW 2 g EfW 3 g EfW g fW 1 g fW 2 g fW 3 Table 14 : Model with 1 = 2 = 3 , K 1 = 1 , K 2 = K 3 = 1 , R 1 = 1 , R 2 = R 3 = 2 : 0. EfW 1 g EfW 2 g EfW 3 g EfW g fW 1 g fW 2 g fW 3 Table 15 : Model with 1 = 2 = 3 , K 1 = 2 , K 2 = K 3 = 1 , R 1 = 1 , R 2 = R 3 = 2 : 0. EfW 1 g EfW 2 g EfW 3 g EfW g fW 1 g fW 2 g fW 3 Table 16 : Model with 1 = 2 2 = 2 3 , K 1 = 1 , K 2 = K 3 = 1 , R 1 = 1 , R 2 = R 3 = 2 : 0. EfW 1 g EfW 2 g EfW 3 g EfW g fW 1 g fW 2 g fW 3 Table 17 : Model with 1 = 2 2 = 2 3 , K 1 = 2 , K 2 = K 3 = 1 , R 1 = 1 , R 2 = R 3 = 2 : 0. time characteristics as function of the oered load , for various combinations of the arrival rates and the mean service times. For each performance measure two v alues are listed. The left valuesare the results of computations with the PSA for the model described in Section 2. The right v alues are simulation results for a corresponding system with an FDDI protocol, cf. Appendix A. The simulations have been carried out with constant service and switchover times, and the accumulated lateness is dealt with as described in Appendix A. The relative widths of the 95% condence intervals are in the order of 10% or less. In the completely symmetrical case (table 13) also some excess probabilities for the number of frames present at a station are displayed for the PSA-model.
In the nal examples, the model of the previous examples is considered, but now there is a service limit for queue 1 (synchronous trac), while there are target token rotation times for queue 2 and 3 (asynchronous trac). In all these cases, j = 1 : 0, j = 1 ; 2 ; 3 and R 2 = R 3 = 2 : 0. In tables 14 and 15 the arrival rates are equal, while K 1 = 1 respectively K 1 = 2. In tables 16 and 17, 1 = 2 2 = 2 3 , and K 1 = 1 respectively K 1 = 2. Also in these tables computations with the PSA for the model of the token bus are compared with simulations for comparable systems with an FDDI protocol.
When only non time-critical trac is managed by all the stations, performance gures of the token bus and FDDI are very close up to very high oered load (approx. 70%). On the other hand, when there is at least one station managing time-critical trac the agreement is poor. The above facts are obviously due to the dierent w a ys the accumulated lateness is managed by the token bus and FDDI MAC protocols.
Conclusions
In this paper we proposed a general model for communication systems with timed token access protocols, including the IEEE 802.4 token bus protocol; we solved this model with the aid of the power-series algorithm. The model can readily be modied to include nite buer spaces; this modication requires only the addition of a few indicator functions in the balance equations (3.2), (3.3) , and hence in the recurrence relations (4.3), (4.4). Comparison of performance measures computed with our model with those obtained by simulating systems with an FDDI protocol revealed that these values diverge with increasing load. Further improvement of the model could be achieved by including the accumulated lateness, and also by using more general (Markovian) arrival processes. Both these extensions of the model come at a cost, namely larger supplementary spaces than indicated in (4.10). As an alternative to the approximation of the rotation timers by their expected values, cf. (2.3), one could approximate the rotation timers by Erlang distributed timers. An important subject for further research is the determination of the stability conditions for the proposed model. FDDI, standardized by the American National Standards Institute X3T9 committee (e.g., [2, 3] ) is based on a dual ber optic ring. To provide guaranteed service to time-critical (synchronous) trac, FDDI enforces a limitation on how m uch synchronous trac each node can send per token received. Specically, a T arget Token Rotation Time (TTRT) is negotiated among stations during ring initialization and whenever a station captures the token it can transmit synchronous data up to a maximum duration of T ST : = (TTRT )=S, where S is the number of active stations while is a constant term which takes into account the maximum ring latency, the maximum frame length, and the time it takes to transmit a token. Hence, priority 6 service plays in the Token Bus the same role as the synchronous service in FDDI. To compute the maximum time a station can transmit non time-critical trac (asynchronous) data when it captures a token, two timers are used: the Token Rotation Timer (TRT) and the Token Holding Timer (THT). TRT measures the time between the receipt of two consecutive tokens while THT is used to limit the transmission of a station when a token is captured. If TRT reaches TTRT before the token returns to the station, a variable, named Late Ct, is set to 1 and TRT is restarted. When the token arrives at a station with Late Ct=1 the token is called a late token. Whenever a late token is captured, only synchronous transmissions are enabled, TRT is not restarted, and Late Ct is set to 0. TRT is left running to count both the amount of time by which the token arrived late (accumulated lateness) plus the next rotation time of the token. On the other hand, if the token arrives before TRT reaches TTRT and Late Ct is 0, the token is named an early token. Whenever an early token is captured, the current v alue of TRT is stored in the THT, TRT is reset to time the next rotation of the token and synchronous frames are transmitted for a time up to T ST . After synchronous transmission, THT is enabled and asynchronous transmissions start (THT is disabled during Synchronous frame transmissions). The dierence between TTRT and the content of THT is the maximum time available for asynchronous transmissions in this cycle. Any u n used time remaining in THT at the end of asynchronous frame transmissions is lost; it cannot be retained until the next token arrives. A station may initiate a transmission of an asynchronous frame if the timer THT has not reached the TTRT threshold. This may cause an additional delay in the release of the token (hereafter called asynchronous overrun) since the transmission of an asynchronous frame is always completed. The asynchronous overrun is bounded by the time for the transmission of a frame of maximum length. Multiple levels of asynchronous priorities may be distinguished by a station. For each priority level n, a threshold value (T Pri(n)) is dened. T Pri(n) are an ordered sequence of values in the range [0,TTRT], higher priorities have higher T Pri values and the highest priority has a threshold which is equal to TTRT. Asynchronous transmissions start from the highest priority. Asynchronous frames of priority n may only be transmitted if THT is less than T Pri(n). If multiple asynchronous priority levels are not implemented, all asynchronous frames have a threshold value which is equal to TTRT.
It has been formally proved [14, 1 9 ] that FDDI guarantees upper bounds for mean and maximum cycle times, e.g., the average token rotation time does not exceed TTRT, and the maximum token rotation time does not exceed twice the TTRT.
B The computation scheme
The computation scheme for computing the coecients of the power-series expansions of the state probabilities up to the Mth power of reads:
For k = 0 , n = 0 , u = 0 , solve the set of equations (4.6), (4.8). For m = 1 to M do for k = 0 to m do for all n with jnj = m k do for u 1 = K 1 downto 0 do
